
Addressing the Need

Galaxy Object Manager
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The Galaxy Object Manager was created to aid in the development of the ArchestrA Galaxy Object model.  It was born out of a need to be able to make changes more quickly and accurately within the ArchestrA Galaxy than using the normal GUI intensive interface. These advantages include: • Editing large numbers of items quickly and easily in a spreadsheet format.  This includes things like UDA arrays, extensions, and other object information. • Supports the export of objects in an easy-to-modify format which assists in assigning I/O, alarm messages, and descriptions • Supports the export of extra object data (scripts and graphics) for easy edit and import at a later date. • Provides a means to delete hierarchical objects and templates easily, without the need to delete all the children objects first.  
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• Helps assign I/O address to object instances based on CSV data output from a galaxy. • Enables objects to be renamed easily and simply. • Performs cascading attribute unlocks for all children Templates and Instances. 
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The Galaxy Object Manager started as a special application designed to help users interface with a Wonderware Application Server Galaxy by use of comma-separated values (CSV) files.  As other features were requested, it grew into an application that addressed other features that are not available in the ArchestrA IDE. 
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Ways to Use the Galaxy Object Manager For Newer Users - the GOM as a Service

In this arrangement, Flexware Innovation
experts will use the GOM to create, repair, or 
change your galaxy. This includes:

• Service from Flexware Innovation expert to
create or modify the galaxy with time
charged hourly.

• Ongoing support also available, rendered
remotely, and charged hourly.

• Optionally, the GOM will be made available
for the customer to use with a time-limited
license (increments of 1 week).

 
     For Advanced Users - the GOM as a Product

For advanced users who are very experienced
with Wonderware ArchestrA galaxies:

• One day of instruction on the use of the
GOM, with problem solving examples, aimed
at a more sophisticated user.

• The GOM with a time-limited license. As well
as increments of 1 week, yearly subscription
is available.

• Optionally, remote support can be rendered
by a Flexware Innovation expert, and
charged hourly.

 

Pricing 

Flexware Innovation 
Incorporated 1996

                                                                         Flexware Innovation is a Registered System Integrator Partner
                                                                                                     of Wonderware by Aveva

Galaxy Object Manager
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As all licensing arrangements contain options and flexible limits for time-limited licensing and support, please contact Flexware Innovation for pricing of your desired level of service.
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• Making large scale changes to the Galaxy model without performing thousands of keystrokes and navigating menus within the IDE (Integrated Development Environment).  It enables the use of “search and replace” tools (typical Excel) outside of the IDE to make these changes, and then reflects those changes into the Galaxy via the Object Manager.  Typical changes might be a naming convention, hierarchy of objects, or base templates. • Delaying actual assignment of process tags and field signals to the actual field references until they are known.  This is particularly beneficial if the field tags are not easily scriptable, when connecting to a legacy system where research is needed to determine actual field tags, or when parallel development is being performed by others with naming standards that might not be scriptable. • Creating a large number of objects from their template object (e.g., create LINE1 in ArchestrA IDE, use Object Manager to export, use Excel cut-and-paste to make twenty more lines, use Galaxy Object Manager to create these back in the Galaxy). • Ability to export development (objects) from previous projects, edit them, and then import into a new project. 
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